Policy Conference  Saturday, 2/1/20  2:30 pm

**Speaker: Becky Gerritson** — Becky is the Executive Director of Alabama Eagle Forum. She was a homeschool mom and began her journey in conservative grassroots politics when she and her husband founded the Wetumpka TEA Party in 2009.

In June 2013, she garnered national attention after delivering her impassioned congressional testimony about IRS abuses of the Wetumpka TEA Party.

Becky’s high-powered energy and activism has been lauded by national conservative figures including Rush Limbaugh, Sarah Palin, Glenn Beck, Fox Business’ Stuart Varney and others. She’s a frequent guest on FOX News and FOX Business and multiple conservative talk radio programs across the country. In 2016 Becky received Heritage Action Sentinel’s Firewall for Freedom Award.

**TITLE:** PORN AS A PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS

**OUTLINE:**

- How pervasive is it?
- Real Life examples
- Addictive—brain actually changes
- Impacts on lives/community
- It’s against the law! WHAT IS THE LAW?
- It’s not victimless—How does it fuel human trafficking?

**ACTION ITEMS:**

- Watch Brain Heart World with your kids/family (www.Brainheartworld.com)
- Talk to your kids/grandkids about porn and how to protect themselves. (Use Brain Heart World video or Good Pictures Bad Pictures books as a conversation starter.)
- Find out what apps are your kids are using
- Install www.SaferNet.com on ALL of your devices! I recommend this protection over all of the others out there for the following reasons:
  1. Other popular porn accountability software is Reactive; it acts in response to a situation rather than controlling it. What this means practically: for example, a user watches porn, and their accountability partner is contacted after-the-fact. The damage is done. You can’t “unsee” what you’ve just seen. At this point, the only thing left now is the accountability conversation.
  2. SaferNet is Proactive; it acts by controlling a situation rather than just responding to it after it has happened. What this means practically: SaferNet is both blocking and accountability software. A SaferNet user is stopped from ever viewing porn; no damage is done. Because the administrator is contacted,
the user is also held accountable. Now the user and administrator can have an accountability conversation while the damage of pornography was never inflicted on the user.

3. SaferNet gives you your own VPN.
4. It gives you a report of where you and your loved ones have been on the internet.
5. It not only blocks porn but stops malware, spyware, viruses, etc.
6. It’s on your device at all times not just while you’re using your home wifi.

- Introduce a resolution declaring “Porn as A Public Health Crisis” in your state.

RESOURCES:

- My favorite website on this topic: National Center on Sexual Exploitation: https://endsexualexploitation.org/
- Books: Good Pictures Bad Pictures and Good Pictures Bad Pictures Jr.
- www.SaferNet.com  My favorite porn blocking and accountability software
- Use the Dirty Dozen list to know the commercial industries that are profiting off of pornography and stop supporting them.  https://endsexualexploitation.org/dirtydozen-2019/#tile